graph9 consistir~grnost1y of an analogy- dra.wr1 from the stock market,
explaining what he means by "Iinear" and "rionlinear" and "feedback." After this extreme1y brief
(and to my mind$ inadequate) explanation of t.hese technical terms'
he uses them freely tIiroughout many
sections of the book. Now to a technically trained persori wklo has never
seen the reiation between Iiurrlan behavior and feedback systerns, this
rnight be heIpf111. But this h o k was
intinded for -1ayrnen9not techr~icians,
ar~cl i am certain Hoyle corif~~ses
more readers than he cver enlightens
by uti lizir~gthis misplaced technical
vocabulary. It may be quite exact to
describe human behavior as controlled by an interlocking system of
nonlinear feedback loops, but the
statement is not helpful to most of
the persons for whorn the book was
supposedly written.
To my mind the best thing in the
book is the author's frank acceptance
of materialism, which he defines very
well along these lines: "The essence
of materialism lies in its refusal to
separate Man and his environment
into the rnutualIy exclusive categories
of 'spiritual' and 'material'." This
statement comes on the first page and
looks promising of some good discussion. But on page two we come
to those nonlinear feedback loops,
most readers wil! find themselves
tangled therein for the remaining
hundred and fifty pages.
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THIS WORK is intended as a reference book for a11 readers and a text
for upper - divisiorl undergraduate
courses for physical science, engineering, and math majors. There is a
short treatment of nonlinear mechanics and game theory, a chapter
on group theory an
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